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By late 2008, the United States was in the midst of its most severe economic recession since the
1930s, brought on by a collapse in real estate prices and exacerbated by the failure of many large
banks and financial institutions. Heeding calls from economists, Congress and the Obama
administration passed a historic law in early 2009 to stimulate the economy with $862 billion in
new spending and tax cuts.
This law, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of

uses information collected from the states to examine how

2009 (ARRA), included nearly $100 billion in one-time

much of the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund each of the 50

funding for new and existing education programs, a

states and the District of Columbia spent on K-12 versus

historic sum given that annual appropriations for federal

higher

education programs at the time were approximately $60

information, we can make general conclusions about how

billion. The largest single education program included in

the ARRA may have affected state spending on higher

the law was the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund, a new $48.6

education.

education

in

each

fiscal

year.

Using

this

billion program that provided direct grant aid to state
governments in 2009, 2010, and 2011. The program was

This paper is the second in a four-part series examining

designed to help states maintain support for both public K-

these trends. The first paper in this series (The State Fiscal

12 and higher education funding that they might have

Stabilization Fund and Higher Education Spending in the

otherwise cut in response to budget shortfalls brought on

States, December 2010) explored how state spending on

by the economic downturn.

higher education fluctuated during the implementation of
the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund (SFSF). Forthcoming

As the end of fiscal year 2011 nears, the data now exist to

reports will provide a study of how select states used SFSF

take a close look at how states divided the funding made

funds and a look at the status of state higher education

available through the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund

funding after the SFSF monies are no longer available at

between K-12 and higher education. Specifically, this paper

the end of fiscal year 2011.

The State Fiscal Stabilization Fund and
State Higher Education Budgets

maintain then-current levels of spending due to the
economic recession and would need federal assistance to
maintain their education programs.[3] While some states

Background

did need the funds more than others, Congress distributed

Congress intended the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund to

the funds to all states to garner support from a majority of

bolster state budgets for K-12 and higher education by

lawmakers. Congress also wanted to ensure that states

providing federal funds to fill budget shortfalls caused by

would not take advantage of the new federal funds to cut

lower than anticipated tax revenues. The program also

state funding for K-12 and higher education by more than

required states to agree to pursue four reform areas that

the magnitude of their budget shortfalls. In other words,

were primarily focused on K-12 education – called

lawmakers wanted to prevent states from cutting their

“assurances” in the law – through their use of the funds.

education budgets by more than they would have absent the

When the SFSF was enacted, some states were already

federal funds.[4] To accomplish this, Congress included a

facing funding shortfalls as a result of the economic

“maintenance of effort” provision in the law that requires

downturn, while others were projecting shortfalls in the

states to maintain education spending for K-12 and higher

near future. Lawmakers targeted education for the grant aid

education at fiscal year 2006 levels in fiscal years 2009,

because public schools and institutions of higher education

2010, and 2011.[5] States could then use the Education

employ a significant proportion of the workforce in every

Stabilization funds to fill the gap between what they spent

state. By ensuring that K-12 and higher education were well

on higher education in 2006 and the greater of 2008 or

supported, Congress could theoretically ensure that a

2009 spending levels. The provision effectively put the

significant number of jobs would be saved during the

floor on state spending for education at 2006 levels.[6] (The

economic downturn.[1]

first paper in this series focused on how states chose to
make cuts to their higher education spending as a result of

Congress divided the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund (SFSF)

the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund. To learn more, read The

into two parts – Education Stabilization funds, which were

State Fiscal Stabilization Fund and Higher Education

to be used to support education purposes only, and

Spending in the States, December 2010.)

Government Services funds, which were to be used to
support other government services in addition to education,

Division between K-12 and Higher Education

like public safety or health care. Education Stabilization

The Education Stabilization fund requires that states use

funds accounted for $39.8 billion of the $48.6 billion SFSF.

the funds for both K-12 and higher education in proportion

The U.S. Department of Education distributed the funds

to each sector’s share of a state's budget shortfall. It is

according to a formula defined in the law based on each

important to keep in mind that when a state faces a budget

state’s share of the national 5 to 24 year-old population and

shortfall, its legislature decides how to adjust spending to

each state’s total population.[2] This means that Education

bring the budget into balance. State lawmakers have

Stabilization funds were distributed based on population,

flexibility over the extent to which they will reduce funding

rather than which states were facing the most severe

for K-12 or higher education (or both) in response to budget

funding shortfalls and would therefore need the most

shortfalls. In a state where the legislature made a 60

federal support for education funding.

percent cut to K-12 spending and a 40 percent cut to higher
education spending compared to the previous year, the

Maintenance of Effort Provision

SFSF regulations require that state to spend 60 percent of

Lawmakers designed the Education Stabilization fund

its allocated Education Stabilization funds on K-12

under the assumption that states would not be able to

education and 40 percent on higher education.[7] States
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where the legislature chose to spare higher education

Since states initially submitted their SFSF applications in

funding from spending cuts could use the funds to fill only

2009, many have made additional cuts to their budgets or

the gaps created by cuts to K-12 education. Additionally,

adjusted how they allocated Education Stabilization funds

states could choose to divide the funds between both fiscal

between the K-12 and higher education sectors and fiscal

years 2009 and 2010 or use them in only one of the two

years. In mid-March of 2011, the U.S. Department of

years. As a result, states that had no predicted budget

Education required states to submit updated versions of

shortfall in 2009 could have opted to use all their

their SFSF applications. These updated applications include

Education Stabilization funds in 2010, while those with

revised restoration amounts as well as a break down of

anticipated shortfalls in both years could spread the funds

fiscal year 2011 Education Stabilization fund spending

between the two years. States that did not use all of their

between K-12 and higher education. As of this writing, the

funds in 2009 and 2010 could use them in 2011 to fill

U.S. Department of Education has not made these updated

budget gaps in K-12 and higher education in the same

applications available to the public.

manner. This paper focuses on how states ultimately
divided their Education Stabilization funds between K-12

It is necessary to directly examine state allocations of

and higher education in each fiscal year.

Education Stabilization funds by fiscal year to understand
how these funds affected higher education funding in the

In accordance with program requirements, each of the 50

states. However, it is impossible to fully understand the

states and the District of Columbia submitted an

context of higher education spending without also

application to the U.S. Department of Education by July 1st,

examining how the funds were allocated to K-12 and in what

2009, stating how much of their Education Stabilization

proportion in each fiscal year. This information provides

fund allocation they would need to restore funding levels

important insight into how states used their Education

for K-12 and higher education in fiscal years 2009 and

Stabilization funds to support higher education during the

2010. They refer to this as the "restoration amount." States

economic downturn and whether higher education was

determined these numbers by calculating the difference

relatively protected from significant budget cuts.

between projected spending on K-12 and higher education
in each year and the greater of 2008 or 2009 spending on

Methodology

both sectors. For example, if a state spent $800 million on

We collected data on allocations of Education Stabilization

higher education in 2009, and its projected spending for

funds directly from staff at state budget, economic

higher education in 2010 was $650 million (which was at or

stimulus, or education offices. Specifically, these data

above 2006 spending levels for higher education), then the

included how much of its Education Stabilization fund

state could opt to use up to $150 million of its Education

allocation each state spent separately on K-12 and higher

Stabilization funding for higher education in 2010. In these

education in state fiscal years 2009, 2010, and 2011.[8]

applications, states also reported how much, if any, of their
Education Stabilization funds they would leave unspent

To determine the proportion of each state’s Education

until fiscal year 2011. Any funds a state did not use to

Stabilization fund allocation spent on each sector in each

restore state funding in fiscal years 2009, 2010, or 2011

fiscal year, we divided the amount allocated for each sector

would be distributed directly to K-12 school districts in fiscal

and fiscal year by the state’s total Education Stabilization

year 2011 via existing formulas under the Title I program of

fund allocation. (In some cases, these may not add up to

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which

100 because of rounding.)

provides federal grant aid to school districts with lowincome students.
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In the vast majority of cases, data provided by state staff

encouraged states to spend the money quickly, suggesting

differed from the state SFSF application currently posted on

that there would be only small amounts remaining for 2011

the U.S. Department of Education website. This suggests

in most states.[10] The original SFSF application also did

that states have further altered their state K-12 and higher

not ask states to specify how they would spend their funds

education

posted

between K-12 and higher education in 2011. While some

applications were submitted. Additionally, in some states

states spent all of their Education Stabilization funds in

the SFSF application restoration amounts did not reflect

2009 and 2010, other states conserved their funds to make

actual expenditures or allocations of Education Stabilization

up for shortfalls in 2011.

budgets

since

the

most

recently

funds.[9] As a result, we would not expect the data
discussed in this paper to perfectly match any information

In the sections below, we describe how states chose to

contained in updated SFSF applications when they are

spend their Education Stabilization funds in each fiscal

made public.

year, looking more closely at states that prioritized higher

Findings

education spending. We examined each fiscal year
individually because different states chose to spend their

Our examination of how states divided their Education

Education Stabilization funds in different years as a result

Stabilization funds between K-12 and higher education

of predicted budget shortfalls and resulting budget cuts.

revealed several interesting patterns. States spent the

(See Appendix for a full table of findings.)

majority of Education Stabilization funds on K-12 education
– roughly 78.9 percent of the total $39 billion available for

Fiscal Year 2009

Education Stabilization funds. The remaining 21.2 percent -

In total, states spent just under $10 billion of their

$8.3 billion – were spent on higher education. This

Education Stabilization funds in fiscal year 2009. Of that,

allocation of funding between K-12 and higher education

75.6 percent was spent on K-12 education and 24.4 percent

mirrors the typical state budget, in which states tend to

was spent on higher education.

spend far more on K-12 than higher education each year.
Only five states – Colorado, Louisiana, Montana, Nevada,

A significant number of states chose not to spend any of

and Wyoming – spent a greater percentage of their

their Education Stabilization funds in this year. Thirty-two

Education Stabilization funds on higher education than K-

states did not spend any of their allocations on K-12, while

12 education over the three fiscal years that the funds were

36 states did not spend any of their allocations on higher

available. This indicates that most states chose to make

education.

larger budget cuts to K-12 education than to higher
education in response to lower tax revenues resulting from

Some states, however, did choose to spend a sizeable

the economic recession.

portion of their Education Stabilization funds in 2009,
particularly on K-12 education. Many of these states were

States chose to spend most of their Education Stabilization

facing intense fiscal crises in that year. Eleven states spent

funds in 2010 – 49.3 percent or $19.3 billion. The rest of the

more than 25 percent of their total allocation on K-12. In

money was divided about evenly between fiscal years 2009

contrast, only two states chose to spend more than 25

and 2011 – a little more than 25 percent in each year. It is

percent of their total allocation on higher education. For

somewhat surprising that states spent more than a quarter

example, California spent 59.7 percent of its $4.9 billion

of the funds in fiscal year 2011, practically two years after

Education Stabilization fund allocation on K-12 and 29.4

Congress appropriated the funds. The U.S. Department of

percent on higher education. California faced one of the

Education's guidance for the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund

largest budget shortfalls in the country in 2009 and chose

new america foundation
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Table 1. Division of Education Stabilization Funds between K-12 and Higher Education in 2009, Select States
State

K-12 Education
$ millions

California

Higher Education

% of total

$ millions

Total (All Years)

% of total

$ millions

2,911

59.7

1,434

29.4

4,879

0

0.0

151

24.2

622

1,039

61.8

0

0.0

1,681

Indiana

536

64.6

0

0.0

831

South Carolina

339

59.1

198

34.6

573

Wisconsin

552

77.0

0

0.0

717

Colorado
Illinois

Source: New America Foundation

to use its Education Stabilization funds quickly to fill

states either shielded their higher education budgets from

budget gaps. This left just 11 percent of its allocation to be

cuts, making K-12 education bear the brunt of spending

spent in fiscal year 2010.

reductions, or chose not to use Education Stabilization
funds to support their higher education budgets even

South Carolina spent the highest proportion of its

though the legislature may have cut higher education

Education Stabilization fund allocation on higher education

spending.

in 2009 of any state – 34.6 percent of its total $573 million
allocation. The state also spent a significant amount of its

Fiscal Year 2010

allocation on K-12 in that year – 59.1 percent. This rapid

States spent the bulk of Education Stabilization funds in

drawdown of funds is surprising because South Carolina

fiscal year 2010 – $19.3 billion or 49.3 percent. Of that, 79.9

Governor Mark Sanford initially refused State Fiscal

percent was spent on K-12 and 20.1 percent was spent on

Stabilization Funds. By early April of 2009, however, the

higher education.

Sanford administration applied for the federal funds and
distributed them quickly to both school districts and public

Forty states spent more than 25 percent of their allocations

institutions of higher education.[11]

on K-12. Of those states, 17 spent more than half of their
allocations on K-12 alone. In comparison, only seven states

Finally, Colorado spent the third highest proportion of its

spent more than 25 percent of their Education Stabilization

Education Stabilization fund allocation on higher education

fund allocations on higher education.

in 2009 – 24.2 percent of $622 million. Interestingly,
Colorado did not spend any of its Education Stabilization

Only three states – Colorado, Nevada, and Wyoming – did

funds on K-12 education in 2009 or 2010. Only Wyoming

not spend any of their Education Stabilization fund

followed the same pattern. However, Wyoming did not

allocations on K-12 that year, while 10 states did not spend

spend any of its Education Stabilization funds until 2011

any of the funds on higher education.

because it did not face budget shortfalls in the two
preceding years.

Colorado spent the highest proportion of its Education
Stabilization fund allocation on higher education – 61.4

A few states spent significant portions of their Education

percent of its total $622 million allocation. Colorado did not

Stabilization funds on K-12 education in 2009 and did not

spend any of its allocation on K-12 in 2010 or 2009. This

spend any of their allocations on higher education in the

suggests that, when confronted with budget shortfalls, the

same year. Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin all spent more

state chose to make cuts to higher education spending

than 60 percent of their total Education Stabilization fund

rather than K-12 spending and fill those gaps with

allocations on K-12 in that year. This suggests that these

Education Stabilization funds.
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Table 2. Division of Education Stabilization Funds between K-12 and Higher Education in 2010, Select States
State

K-12 Education
$ millions

Colorado

Higher Education

% of total

$ millions

Total (All Years)

% of total

$ millions

0

0.0

382

61.4

622

Connecticut

272

50.3

0

0.0

542

Louisiana

100

17.3

190

32.7

580

Massachusetts

134

16.5

249

30.6

813

25

22.3

31

27.3

114

0

0.0

185

57.0

324

North Dakota

85

99.8

0

0.0

86

Vermont

39

50.0

0

0.0

77

Wyoming

0

0.0

0

0.0

68

Montana
Nevada

Source: New America Foundation

Nevada spent the next highest proportion of its Education

2010 and none of it on higher education. Interestingly,

Stabilization fund allocation on higher education – 57.0

North Dakota was not facing a budget crisis during this

percent of its total $324 million allocation. Like Colorado,

time due to strong revenues stemming from the state’s oil

Nevada did not spend any of its Education Stabilization

industry.[12] Despite its favorable budget situation, the state

funds on K-12 education in 2010. However, it did spend

chose to take advantage of the Education Stabilization funds

43.0 percent of its allocation on K-12 in 2009. This suggests

to support K-12 education. Vermont and Connecticut also

that while Nevada likely made significant cuts to K-12

spent more than 50 percent of their funds on K-12 in 2010

education in 2009, the state cut higher education funding

while spending nothing on higher education.

significantly in 2010.

Fiscal Year 2011
A few other states spent a higher proportion of their

States spent just over one-quarter of their Education

Education Stabilization funds on higher education than K-

Stabilization funds in 2011 – $9.8 billion. This number is

12 in 2010. These include Louisiana, which spent 32.7

larger than we would have expected given the perceived

percent

education,

severity of budget shortfalls in 2009 and 2010. In the

Massachusetts, which spent 30.6 percent of its allocation

original SFSF applications, the U.S. Department of

on higher education, and Montana, which spent 27.3

Education did not require states to specify how they would

percent of its allocation on higher education. Because state

divide the funds between K-12 and higher education in 2011,

budgets for K-12 education are usually significantly larger

likely because they did not expect states to have much of the

than state budgets for higher education, this suggests that

money remaining. But it appears that many states chose to

these states chose to make larger budget cuts to higher

conserve their Education Stabilization funds until 2011.

of

its

allocation

on

higher

education (both in terms of dollar amount and proportion
of total spending) than K-12 education. States were then

Wyoming, for example, did not spend any of its funds in

able to use the Education Stabilization funds to restore

2009 or 2010, leaving 100 percent of its funds remaining in

some of the funding that they cut.

2011. Wyoming was one of a few states without a budget
shortfall in 2009 or 2010.[13] Moreover, the state will only

A few states also spent notably more of their Education

spend $58 million of its $68 million allocation on higher

Stabilization funds on K-12 than higher education in 2010.

education in 2011, leaving $10 million unspent. According

For example, North Dakota spent 99.8 percent of its $86

to the law, this remaining $10 million will be distributed to

million Education Stabilization fund allocation on K-12 in

K-12 school districts via the Title I funding formula.
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Alaska had 72.5 percent of its $93 million allocation

Some states spent substantial portions of their Education

remaining in 2011. Former Governor Sarah Palin initially

Stabilization funds on either K-12 or higher education in

refused to use the funds in 2009 and 2010, intending to

2011. Nineteen states spent more than 25 percent of their

distribute all of them to K-12 in 2011.[14] However, based on

allocations on K-12 education and two states spent more

the data collected from the Alaska Department of

than 25 percent on higher education. Given that these states

Education, the state did distribute funds to K-12 school

had not spent significant amounts of their funds before

districts in fiscal year 2010.

2011, it is likely that they did not feel the full effect of the
economic downturn until later in 2010 and into 2011.

Eleven states did not have any Education Stabilization

Conversely, it is also possible that these states had projected

funds remaining in 2011. As previously mentioned, these

even greater budget shortfalls in 2011 than in 2009 or 2010

states – including California, Illinois, Nevada, and New

and chose to conserve their Education Stabilization funds

Jersey – confronted particularly large budget shortfalls in

until then.

2009 and 2010, and chose to use the federal quickly funds
to fill budget gaps.

Louisiana spent 50 percent of its $580 million Education
Stabilization fund allocation on higher education. The state

Unsurprisingly, the division of Education Stabilization

spent none of its allocation on K-12 in that year. In 2010,

funds between K-12 and higher education in 2011 reflects

Louisiana also spent a larger proportion of its Education

how states allocated the funds in 2009 and 2010 – 80.2

Stabilization fund allocation on higher education than K-12

percent of funds were spent on K-12 while 20.0 percent

– 32.7 percent versus 17.3 percent. This suggests that

were spent on higher education.

Louisiana made larger cuts to state spending on higher
education than K-12 education, particularly in fiscal year

However, not all states spent Education Stabilization funds

2011.

on both K-12 and higher education in 2011 – four states
chose not to spend any of their funds on K-12, while 11 chose

Montana spent 25.2 percent of its $114 million in Education

not to spend any of their funds on higher education. This

Stabilization funds on higher education. This is just slightly

suggests that these states chose to focus their 2011 budget

less than the 25.3 percent it spent on K-12 in that same year.

cuts on only one sector of education, rather than both.

Though the Education Stabilization fund allocations for the

Table 3. Division of Education Stabilization Funds between K-12 and Higher Education in 2011, Select States
State

K-12 Education
$ millions

Alaska

Higher Education

% of total

Total (All Years)

$ millions

$ millions

67

72.5

0

0.0

93

California

0

0.0

0

0.0

4,879

Illinois

0

0.0

0

0.0

1,681

Indiana

4

0.5

79

9.5

831

Kansas

53

14.3

59

16

367

Louisiana

0

0.0

290

50

580

Montana

29

25.3

29

25.2

114

Nevada

0

0.0

0

0.0

324

New Jersey

0

0.0

0

0.0

1,088

26

19.5

28

20.8

135

0

0.0

85.2

85.2

68

Rhode Island
Wyoming

Source: New America Foundation
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two sectors are nearly identical, it is likely that higher

For the states that spent more of the funds to compensate

education faced larger cuts as a proportion of state

for budget cuts to K-12 funding, it is clear that they made

spending on higher education than K-12 education because

larger budget cuts to K-12 than higher education and used

K-12 budgets are typically larger than higher education

the federal funds to make up for those budget cuts. While it

budgets.

is likely true that cuts to K-12 were larger in dollar amount
in these states, it is still possible that cuts to higher

Finally, Rhode Island spent 20.8 percent of its $135 million

education in these states made up a higher proportion of

Education

higher

total higher education spending. States spend significantly

education. Prior to 2011, Rhode Island had only used its

more annually on K-12 than higher education, meaning that

Education Stabilization funds to support K-12 education.

smaller sized cuts to higher education could still be in

This suggests that the state did not make large cuts to its

greater proportions.

Stabilization

fund

allocation

on

higher education budget until 2011, when Education
Stabilization funds were first used to fill in budget gaps.

Further, the way states account for higher education
funding obscures the degree to which higher education

A few states spent more of their Education Stabilization

budgets have been cut. Public institutions have other

fund allocations on higher education than K-12 education in

sources of revenue besides state, local, and federal funding.

2011. These include Indiana, Kansas, Rhode Island, and

Specifically, institutions of higher education can raise

Wyoming. However, the vast majority of states continued to

tuition and fees or increase student enrollment to bring in

provide more Education Stabilization fund support for K-12

additional revenue. Many states consider such tuition and

than higher education.

fee increases as additional state revenue and adjust their

Conclusion

state budgets accordingly. Typically, public institutions of
higher education employ a combination of budget cuts and

This paper examines how states divided their Education

tuition and fee hikes to cope with challenging budget

Stabilization funds between K-12 and higher education in

situations. As a result, states are able to cut actual state

fiscal years 2009, 2010, and 2011. States divided the funds

funding for higher education while increasing tuition and

based on the size and proportion of budget cuts they made

fees, making the net loss of funding for higher education

to each sector in response to budget shortfalls. Our findings

appear smaller than it actually is. These states are then able

show that, on average, states allocated 78.9 percent of this

to use less Education Stabilization funding to make up for

funding to K-12 education and the remaining 21.2 percent to

the budget gap than they would have without the increases

higher education. This closely mirrors how much of state

in tuition and fees. It is, however, beyond the scope of this

spending is typically dedicated to each sector of education.

paper to determine the degree to which each state has
compensated for budget cuts with tuition and fee increases.

Higher education usually makes up a smaller proportion of
annual state spending than K-12, so it stands to reason that

K-12 school systems, on the other hand, are typically unable

states would use more of the federal funds to support K-12

to raise revenue from sources other than state and local

education during an economic downturn. Only five states

taxes. As a result, cuts to state funding for K-12 education

used a greater proportion of Education Stabilization funds

usually mean that schools must cut teachers, services, or

for higher education than K-12. This suggests that these

other expenditures. It is possible, though politically

states decided to make budget cuts to higher education that

difficult, for K-12 school systems to increase local tax

were both larger in size and proportion of total higher

revenues to make up for losses in state funds. Further,

education spending than cuts to K-12.

public K-12 education is available to and required for

new america foundation
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children up to a certain age. Conversely, only a self-selected

funding to support higher education budget gaps. Though

population in a given state attends public institutions of

Congress passed the $10 billion Education Jobs Fund in

higher education, meaning that the number of beneficiaries

August of 2010 to help further support state education

is much smaller than for K-12.

budgets, those funds can only be used to support K-12
spending, not higher education. However, the maintenance

Given these challenges, it is often more politically viable for

of effort provision in the Education Jobs Fund still pertains

state lawmakers to cut higher education funding and

to state higher education spending, meaning that states

preserve K-12 funding during economic downturns. In fact,

must maintain higher education spending levels as well as

evidence suggests that states have made significant cuts to

K-12 spending levels in order to receive the funds. This will

higher education spending during the implementation of

likely spur a shift in how states choose to cut education

the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The first

spending; they will likely cut more funding from K-12 to

paper in this series found that 23 states that used Education

allow states to allocate sufficient funds for higher

Stabilization funds to support higher education spending

education. However, it is unclear whether many states will

reduced the share of total state spending dedicated to

be able to restore higher education funding to 2008 or

higher education in the first year they used the funds (2009

2009 levels without further assistance from the federal

or 2010). In other words, cuts to higher education outpaced

government.

cuts to other areas of spending in these states. Further, six
of these states – Tennessee, Arkansas, Pennsylvania,

In sum, our findings show that K-12 education received the

Wyoming, West Virginia, and New York – actually cut state

lion’s share of Education Stabilization funds. Still, these

higher education spending in either 2009 or 2010 while

funds played a significant role in higher education funding

simultaneously increasing total state spending. It appears

in many states in 2009, 2010, and 2011. This suggests that

these states used their Education Stabilization funds to

states did not protect higher education from budget cuts

replace state funds for higher education, allowing them to

during the economic downturn and in some cases made

shift that funding to other areas of their budgets and

larger cuts to higher education than K-12 education. While

increase other spending. Though these states were able to

it is impossible to speculate on whether, and how, states

at least partially fill these budget gaps with Education

would have cut higher education spending absent the

Stabilization funds, they chose to make their higher

Education Stabilization funds, it is clear that the funds

education systems more vulnerable through those cuts

helped to keep higher education budgets afloat in many

while increasing state spending elsewhere.

states.

When the State Fiscal Stabilization Funds run out at the
end of fiscal year 2011, states will no longer have federal
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Appendix: Division of ARRA Education Stabilization Funds by Education Sector and Year
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Appendix: Division of ARRA Education Stabilization Funds by Education Sector and Year, cont...
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http://www2.ed.gov/programs/statestabilization/resources.html.
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[5] See Section 14005 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, available: http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgibin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=111_cong_bills&docid=f:h1enr.txt.pd
[6] If a state is unable to maintain state education spending at 2006 levels, the state must apply to the Department of Education
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2006.
[7] Ibid.
[8] We were unable to collect data from Virginia and Wisconsin. As a result, we have used the K-12 and higher education
restoration amounts from those states’ most recent SFSF applications (October 2009 for Virginia and September 2009 for
Wisconsin), available at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/statestabilization/resources.html.
[9] While many assume that these “restoration amounts” reported by the states reflect actual state allocations of Education
Stabilization Funds on K-12 and higher education in each fiscal year, this is not necessarily the case. Although states reported the
necessary amount of Education Stabilization funds required to restore 2008 or 2009 levels of spending for K-12 or higher
education in their SFSF applications, the actual allocation and expenditure of these funds varies. This suggests that in some
cases total K-12 or higher education spending in a given fiscal year (accounting for both state and Education Stabilization funds)
did not actually reach the higher of 2008 or 2009 levels. As a result, SFSF applications are an unreliable source of information
on actual allocations of the funds.
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